USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10303.21

Host Wren_Losic says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
CNS_Bauer says:
#::In shuttle with the away team::
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM FROM THE GENEVA HAS APPROACHED ONE OF THE DEVASTATED AREAS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE OF LIRIDIAN PRIME
CO_Eden says:
::In her ready room completing a few of her administrative duties::
CSO_Taal says:
#::scanning the area with a tricorder::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::scans with a tricorder, but mostly employs her eyes....::
CEO_Stricker says:
#::On the ground standing next to the XO::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::walks down the hall towards Sickbay::
XO_Shras says:
#:: getting a good look around while standing on the shuttle ramp ::
CTO_Usimov says:
::checks to see if the Away Team has made it to their destination::
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at the first officer:: XO: Orders sir?
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Nothing out of the ordinary, sir.
CO_Eden says:
::Finishes up and walks back into the bridge:: CTO: Report.
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Scans are exactly as predicted.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::positions herself so she can hear the XO, and then glances at the other away team members..... Then back out across the landscape::
XO_Shras says:
#*Geneva*: Commander Shras to Geneva, we have safely landed near one of the areas to explore; we will proceed to it shortly
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: It looks like the Away Team is just making their way to their destination, sir. I will see if I can contact them now.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::enters Sickbay and looks around::
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: A COMPARISON OF SENSOR READINGS TAKEN BY BOTH THE GENEVA AND THE AWAY TEAM SHOW THAT THE AREA WAS DEVASTATED BY AN ENERGY FORM SIMILAR TO THAT ON THE BINARY PLANET, LIRIDIAN MINOR, WHICH ORBITS IN TANDUM WITH LIRIDIAN PRIME
CTO_Usimov says:
*XO*: Thank you for letting me know sir. I will let the Captain know that you are there safely.  Please keep us informed of your proceedings.
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks out:: Self: I've seen many landscapes... ::thinks of how Thorpe would continue by saying, "...but I never get used to the beauty of them."::
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Lieutenant Taal help me scan the immediate area, the others camouflage the shuttle so the natives won’t see it if passing by
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Follows Commander Shras outside::
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: I just heard from XO_Shras.  They made it to their destination safely.
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Yes, commander.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::nods to the XO and then holsters her tricorder as she looks around the area, hands on her hips::
CSO_Taal says:
#::helps Commander Shras scan the area::
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::moves to camouflage the shuttle::
CO_Eden says:
CTO: Thank you Lieutenant.  Continue to keep an eye on them.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Begins to gather large branches with leaves... but only the ones already on the ground::
CO_Eden says:
*CIV*: Eden to Tlatoani.
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: I will, sir.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks up:: *CO*: Yes Captain? ::timidly::
CSO_Taal says:
#::changes scan modes on the tricorder::
CTO_Usimov says:
::continues to monitor the ships shields, and where the away team is::
CO_Eden says:
*CIV*: I hope I'm not disturbing you, but with Lt. Taal on the away team, we could use some support in the science department.  I was wondering if you'd like to use this opportunity to study the star charts of this area.
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: There are residual energy signatures that match those emanating from Liridian Minor.
CEO_Stricker says:
#::Goes to work helping some officers camouflaging the shuttle::
XO_Shras says:
#CSO: See if there are natives in the immediate area; try not to "stumble" on them if there are...
CIV_Tlatoani says:
*CO*: I ... guess ... I mean if you think it would help.
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Aye sir.
CSO_Taal says:
#::walks over to the tree line and enters the forest::
CTO_Usimov says:
:: takes note that the CO is talking to the CIV::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Begins a walk to the edge of the forest to help get what is needed::
CO_Eden says:
*CIV*: I think you could be of great assistance at the moment.  There's lots of information coming in up here.
CSO_Taal says:
#::scans for lifeforms on the tricorder while walking deeper into the forest::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::picks up what rubbish she can find and brings it back... then jogs over to the CEO:: CEO: There will more than likely not be much to camouflage the shuttle. Is there a way to use a holographic projector of some sort?
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::helps in camouflaging the shuttle... curious when he can get some good medical scans::
CTO_Usimov says:
<Self>: A cup of tea would be nice right about now.
CSO_Taal says:
#::walking deeper into the foliage::
CEO_Stricker says:
#OPS: There always is but my concern are the systems onboard. We might not have a lot of battery power if we use a holo-projection.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
*CO*: If you think it would help... ::adds as an afterthought:: ma'am.
CSO_Taal says:
#::unsuccessful in finding lifeforms::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::continues gathering what rubbish she can as she listens to the CEO:: CEO: That was my concern. I believe this shall be fine… there are for sure no lifeforms near here....
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Near Taal in forest arms loaded:: CSO: I'll head back with these.
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Good, now we will explore the perimeter, please remember were we parked! 
OPS_Cailand says:
#::hears the XO and raises an eyebrow::
CSO_Taal says:
#::heads back to the open field::
CTO_Usimov says:
::Wonders what progress the Away Team is making::
CSO_Taal says:
#::walks to Commander Shras::
CEO_Stricker says:
#::Walks around the shuttle to see the OPS:: OPS: Well we can try it. I can get like 100 hours off of the battery.
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Please try to keep near the forest, until I say otherwise...
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Commander, there are no life forms in the immediate area.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Tops off the finished hidden shuttle with large branches::
XO_Shras says:
#OPS: I put you in charge to update the Geneva on our situation
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::takes his medical tricorder from the bag and begins moving forward:: XO: Sir. Should we separate into two teams or are we just spreading out doing individual scans?
OPS_Cailand says:
#::steps back a step and looks at the shuttle:: CEO: I believe this shall be fine, actually.. Unless high winds arise to blow this off the shuttle.... ::turns the XO and nods:: XO: Aye sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Follows the others scanning as we go::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::shrugs and looks around Sickbay then heads out to the turbolift::
CEO_Stricker says:
#OPS: Well, let's try it; I think it will work out too.
CTO_Usimov says:
*OPS*: Any word on your progress?
OPS_Cailand says:
#::taps her combadge:: *CTO*: We are continuing to camouflage the shuttle, and the rest of the team is beginning to head to the forest to explore.. ::turns to the XO::
CTO_Usimov says:
::taps fingers on console, waiting for a reply from the Away Team::
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Two teams are more logical. We could cover more ground in less time.
OPS_Cailand says:
#XO: Sir, permission to use the holographic projector to camouflage the shuttle more?
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Less chance of being discovered.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::nods in agreement with the CSO, while bending to help the CEO::
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: For now we will separate, one team will circle the area that way :: points to his left :: and the other that way ::points to his right ::
CTO_Usimov says:
*OPS*: Thank you, Cailand, please keep me informed on how you are progressing.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Takes digital images off the flora and fauna, while hoping to be able to see the natives::
OPS_Cailand says:
#*CTO*: Wilco.
CEO_Stricker says:
#::Begins to help the OPS cover the shuttle with a holo-projection::
CTO_Usimov says:
*CO*: The Team is camouflaging the shuttle right now...
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::exits the Turbolift on the bridge::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::pauses to slightly rewire the systems, then moves in to the console and taps a few controls... she calls over her shoulder:: CEO: Try it now.
CEO_Stricker says:
#XO: I request to lead a team sir.
CO_Eden says:
::Nods:: CTO: Be sure to keep the team up to date on important readings that come in also.
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at CSO, CEO, and then the XO, uncertain what the teams are::
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: Yes, sir, I will certainly do that.
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Team A will be myself, Stricker, Tunik and Cailand
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Commander, initial scans indicate that the energy radiation is causing damaging affects to the foliage on this planet.
CTO_Usimov says:
::looks to see if the CIV has made it to the Science station yet::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::twitches her ears and saunters over to the SCI 1::
CEO_Stricker says:
#::Successfully projects a holo-image that covers the shuttle:: OPS: Yep, look like we got it. Remember 100 hours of power. I’ll be monitoring this.
CTO_Usimov says:
::sees the CIV move toward Science::
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Aye sir. ::acknowledges the teams::
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Team B are the rest lead by Taal
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at CEO and OPS and motions for them to join him::
CTO_Usimov says:
CIV: If you find anything, please be sure to update me, as I need to keep the Away Team in the loop on all our findings::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Moves towards Taal::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::nods and pulls out her tricorder...:: CEO: I will set a timer on my tricorder.
CO_Eden says:
CIV: Nice to have you on the bridge Miss Tlatoani.  ::Smiles::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks over the console, watching all of the data coming in::
CEO_Stricker says:
#::Walks over towards the XO, CMO and OPS who are in his team::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::pauses then walks over to the team as well::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::glances up at the Captain. Thinks - "Human". Sighs and continues looking over the raw data::
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS/TO: Counselor, Ensign... you're with me.
CTO_Usimov says:
::looks to CIV to see if she understood::
CSO_Taal says:
#::walks in the opposite direction of Team A, aka The A-Team::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: Come on; let's go check out the night life.
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: And for another time I press the imperative not to make contact with the native, prime-directive!
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::begins scanning with medical tricorder, waiting for Shras to lead him to wherever they're going::
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Now let's walk and meet on the other side of this circle
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CTO: Of courrrse.
CSO_Taal says:
#::enters the dense foliage::
CNS_Bauer says:
#XO: Aye, Sir.
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods at the CIV::
XO_Shras says:
#:: begins to walk in the direction he decided for his team ::
CEO_Stricker says:
#::Follows the XO::
CTO_Usimov says:
::Checks to be sure she still have the Away Team in view, and sees they are splitting up::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Follows Taal::
CSO_Taal says:
#::Scanning the trees::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::follows the XO, tricorder open but again mostly employing her eyesight and senses.... she closes her eyes for a fraction of a second, spanning her mind out to sense around her as they move....::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: You finding anything interesting?
Host Wren_Losic says:
$<Ekel>: ::nuzzles his master while they travel towards the visitors::
XO_Shras says:
#OPS: Keep me and the ship updated on the B team situation too please
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: The vegetation in the devastated area shows the effects of prolonged exposure to the energy emanations from Liridian Minor.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks over data:: Self: Hrrrrmmm
CSO_Taal says:
#::opens his science kit and takes a sample of bark and places it in a container::
XO_Shras says:
#CMO: I will need the scientific mind in you to help me with the scientific data we gather
OPS_Cailand says:
#::taps combadge:: *CTO*: Both teams are proceeding to explore... and will rendezvous soon.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: So then, they are connected? 
Host Wren_Losic says:
$<Ekel> Losic: They are there...... they search for thread..... Though they know not what they search for….
Plenty says:
$::observes the strangers from a great distance::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Watches Taal close and learns::
OPS_Cailand says:
#*CSO*: The XO wishes for us to keep in contact on our observations...::
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::nods:: XO: Understood sir.
CTO_Usimov says:
*OPS*: Thank you, Lt. I will try to keep you all in my sights.
CSO_Taal says:
#::places the container in the tricorder analysis area::
CSO_Taal says:
#*OPS*: Acknowledged.
XO_Shras says:
#CEO: What do you think can produce the level of energy needed to do so an extensive damage?
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: I'm not sure what the connection is.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Keeps close eye on surroundings::
Plenty says:
$::waits for the signal to notify the others of the strangers approach::
CSO_Taal says:
#*CTO*: Lieutenant, I'm sending you my tricorder analysis of a sample of tree bark for further analysis on the ship.
CTO_Usimov says:
*OPS/CSO*: It seems that there was energy that devastated the planet you are now on.  It seems that there is no intelligence to the life form.
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: Get a soil sample, Counselor.
CEO_Stricker says:
#XO: Maybe a reverse proton emitter sir.
CTO_Usimov says:
*CSO: Thank you, sir.  I will analyze it as soon as it arrives.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::steps up closer to the others on her team:: All: I can sense this energy, and there is not apparent intelligence to it. It resembles a simple form of life that is merely focused on finding food to survive....
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at his medical tricorder::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::taps her combadge:: *CTO*: Understood.
CSO_Taal says:
*CTO*: Transmitting analysis.
XO_Shras says:
#CEO: I don't think the natives have the technology, which would mean someone else was there....
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: The other planet? The rogue one? ::Goes about collecting a soil sample:: CSO: Think it's responsible for the mess here?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::eyes wide:: CO/CTO: Uh.. prrroblem..
CTO_Usimov says:
*CSO*: Receiving data now, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Hands Taal the soil sample::
CTO_Usimov says:
CIV: What is the problem?
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at OPS:: OPS: A lifeform?
CSO_Taal says:
#*OPS*: I've found evidence of damaging effects to the foliage by the radiation. I've sent an analysis to the ship.
CEO_Stricker says:
#XO: Perhaps some primitive weapon or a cultural defense weapon we are not aware of.
XO_Shras says:
#OPS: You think there is a kind of life force behind that destruction?
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: I think it was determined that Liridian Minor was not indigenous to this solar system.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::suppresses a shudder and closes her eyes a second and closes her mind a bit:: CMO: Yes. A life form is the only way I know how to describe it... All: I would dare say a life force... nothing specific. I do not particularly prefer the feel of it in my mind, but it is there... very primitive.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CTO: The scans of the Rrrrogue planet... it's some kind of enerrrgy... it's acting like its alive... but it's not.. I don't think. ::taps console::
CO_Eden says:
::Looks up at the CIV::
CSO_Taal says:
#::places the soil sample in the science kit::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::frowns as she continues to sense:: All: And yet it is slightly complex as well.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: So where did it come from? And what impact would it have on the ecological balance of this system?
CO_Eden says:
CIV: Isn't the energy from the rogue planet the same that destroyed that area of Liridian Prime?
XO_Shras says:
#CEO: I surely hope we find it rapidly; it can be dangerous to us...
CTO_Usimov says:
CIV: Please tell me all you can about this energy.  I need to keep the teams informed.
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: Come on. Let's go deeper into the forest.
OPS_Cailand says:
#*CSO*: Understood. We are continuing to proceed in our direction, nothing of particular interest besides what I sense from this... life force...
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: Right behind you.
CMO_Tunik says:
# XO: If an energy lifeform can do this, it could certainly kill us or destroy the Geneva.
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: We were unable to determine the origin of the planetoid. However, its effects seem to be causing environmental harm to Liridian Prime.
XO_Shras says:
#:: walks, scanning around, stopping from time to tie to read the tricorder ::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::nods:: CTO: As soon as I finish analyzing the data.
Host Wren_Losic says:
$Ekel: we ride to their location as you can.... and we will find them friend or foe, and deal with them as we have dealt with others.
CTO_Usimov says:
CIV: Thank you...
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: Like a parasite.
CEO_Stricker says:
#XO: But perhaps these natives are more advanced then we think.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::tilts her head and glances around, focusing her mind on itself a bit:: CMO/XO: I would certainly surmise so..
Plenty says:
$::moves closer to the strangers observing their strange manners::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: On a global scale.
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: THE MAN AND HIS STEED FLY TOWARDS THE LANDING PARTY...... IT IS A STRANGE SIGHT..... AND DOES APPEAR ON THE SENSORS ABOARD THE GENEVA
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: Counselor, a parasite is an organism that requires a host to survive.
CTO_Usimov says:
*CSO/OPS*: It is definitely an energy form of some sort, it almost appears to be alive, but again, it is not.  It is searching for food, or what it would use as food, though.  Please be careful.
XO_Shras says:
#CEO: We have some data from an observation team that was here before and they never discovered advanced technology
CSO_Taal says:
#*CTO*: Acknowledged.
CTO_Usimov says:
CO/CIV: Did you see that?  What in the world was it??
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: This planet is a living organism, right?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CTO: Ma'am...something is moving towarrds the teams.
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: Something is flying towards the landing party.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: Makes a perfect host for a large appetite.
CO_Eden says:
CTO/CIV: Inform them immediately!
Host Wren_Losic says:
$Ekel: think we should pick up Plenty?
OPS_Cailand says:
#::glances around again, down at the tricorder, then back up.. Narrowly avoiding a small hole in which she would have stumbled::
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: That is correct, however, Liridian Minor does not require Liridian Prime as a host to survive.
CO_Eden says:
CTO/CIV: And find out what it is.
CEO_Stricker says:
#XO: Perhaps the extents of the damage from this energy may suggest otherwise. Then again it might be nothing more then something natural.
CTO_Usimov says:
OPS/CSO: There is a man and a something.... not sure what flying toward you, be aware they are very close to you.
CO_Eden says:
::Pulls up sensor scans::
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: However, your theory makes sense.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::Raises an eyebrow, looking at the team to see if they heard the CTO as she did....::
Host Wren_Losic says:
$<Ekel> Losic: Yes, interesting you should think of this now that we've already left her behind
OPS_Cailand says:
#*CTO*: Understood... nothing specific you sense of.. it?
CTO_Usimov says:
::checks console to see what was accompanying the man, it looks as if it is a dr..... no, it can't be... not possible::
Plenty says:
$::sees Wren and Ekel approaching and moves out into the open clearing and waits::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: It just looks like it has all been consumed... nothing living left.
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: THE DRAGON TURNS TOWARDS WHERE PLENTY IS STANDING AND IN A FLASH, THEY ARE UNITED....
CSO_Taal says:
#*OPS*: Lieutenant, the Counselor has a theory that the planet may be being consumed by Liridian Minor.
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: AS THE MIGHTY BEAST SWOOPS DOWN, PLENTY IS SCOOPED UP BEHIND HER LEADER IN A SWIFT UNSTOPPING MOTION
CTO_Usimov says:
*OPS*: Well, there is definitely a man and it looks like a.... well, this might sound silly, but it sure looks like a dragon.
OPS_Cailand says:
#*CSO*: It is possible... ::raises both eyebrows and pauses a beat::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: A gee... I wish you had told her it was your theory.
OPS_Cailand says:
#All: The CTO reports there is a man and a... dragon.. Nearing our position.
CMO_Tunik says:
# XO: Many years ago my previous ship encountered an intelligent planetoid with the ability to travel from solar system to solar system. Maybe there are more of its kind.
Plenty says:
$::hangs on to the Wren tightly:: Wren: The strangers are there. ::points downward::
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: I wouldn't dream of stealing your.... thunder.
OPS_Cailand says:
#*CSO*: There is no intelligence I sense from this life force, however, and it seems much more primitive, like its only focus is on food and survival.
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: It doesn't matter. ::Smiles a heavy sigh::
CTO_Usimov says:
CO/CIV: That can't possibly be a dragon, can it?  They aren't living now, ARE THEY?
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: And thanks
Host Wren_Losic says:
$Plenty: Do you think we should impress our visitors, or are they invaders?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::looks confused:: CTO: I do not think so.
CTO_Usimov says:
::shakes head and checks screens and life signs once again::
CNS_Bauer says:
#CSO: So what are the others up to?
Plenty says:
$::pats Ekel softly:: Ekel: Thank you my friend.
XO_Shras says:
#:: looks up at what look like to be a dragon flying why humanoids on its back ::
CEO_Stricker says:
#OPS: A dragon? That's just mythology.
CTO_Usimov says:
CIV: Well, it sure looks like one.  I have read plenty of mythology books.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::points up:: CEO: Unless we are all hallucinating and the sensors and tricorders are all malfunctioning....
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at his medical tricorder, then up:: XO: Sir... ? Orders?
CSO_Taal says:
#CNS: If they have some more information, they'd report it.
Plenty says:
$Wren: They seem tame enough. Perhaps we should introduce ourselves before we tell the others.
CO_Eden says:
CTO: Maybe they don't exist on our planets, but here it seems to be very real.
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: IN A WINK, THE HUMANOIDS AND THEIR STEED WINK THROUGH THE AIR AND ARRIVE WHERE THE GENEVA LANDING PARTY NOW STANDS
OPS_Cailand says:
#::looks up and observes the creature, still sensing nothing... too different...::
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Stay alert but no violent actions for now
CEO_Stricker says:
#All: I had a funny feeling we'd run into life down here, but a dragon?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CTO: I know of Quetzalcoatl
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::scanning the dragon with his medical tricorder, the medical board will love this::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: I suppose. I'm getting that creepy feeling again.
CSO_Taal says:
@::scans the area::
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: EKEL, UPON HEARING THE WORDS OF HIS MASTER, TAKES MATTERS INTO HIS OWN AND BELCHES A FLAME THAT CAN BE SEEN FROM A GREAT DISTANCE AWAY, AND CAN DEFINITELY BE SEEN BY THE LANDING PARTY
CTO_Usimov says:
*OPS/CSO*:I want you to be aware that the humanoid and dragonoid have just landed very close to you, they seem to want to put on a show of some sort for you, be careful that it is not a trick.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::peaks over the CMO's shoulder at the tricorder scans, still slightly unbelieving::
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Hide in the forest!!
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: WHOA! Did you see that?
CO_Eden says:
CIV: The feathered serpent?
CSO_Taal says:
@*CTO*: Dragonoid?
XO_Shras says:
#:: jumps behind the nearest tree ::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::raises an eyebrow... doubtful they would be harmed much... then again, she has never met a dragon.....::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::nods to the Captain::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: A big fire shooting in the sky.
CTO_Usimov says:
*CSO*: YES, dragonoid... fire.... mythology.... definitely dragonoid....
CSO_Taal says:
@::looks up and through the leaves sees a dragon-like creature::
Plenty says:
$::smiles as Ekel belches his fire across the clearing::
CO_Eden says:
CTO: Be prepared to transport the away team back if it becomes necessary.
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods when she sees that the CSO sees exactly what she is seeing on the screen::
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: THE DRAGON AND HIS RIDERS APPROACH THE AWAY TEAM.....  WITH SNORTS OF SMOKE AND BELCHES OF FLAME
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hears CSO:: CSO/SELF: Dragons?
Plenty says:
$Wren: They seem surprised to see us.
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: Yes, sir, my finger is hovering over the switch!
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CO: You know of him?
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: That thing doesn't look friendly to me, do you think?
OPS_Cailand says:
#::takes a few steps backward as the approach::  XO: I have not met a dragon and I therefore have no comparison.
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: AND THEY ALL LAND SMOOTHLY IN FRONT OF THE AWAY TEAM... MUCH TO THEIR TOTAL AMAZEMENT
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::still scanning the dragon, quickly hiding behind a tree:: XO: Sir, I believe our attempts at not confronting this planet’s inhabitants have... reached an end.
CSO_Taal says:
@CNS: Apparently so.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sees it:: CSO/SELF: Yup, that’s a dragon.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::taps combadge:: *CSO*: We have been confronted by two humans and a... dragon....
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: THE RIDERS DISMOUNT AND APPROACH THE AWAY TEAM
CSO_Taal says:
@*OPS*: Acknowledged.
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches what is happening on the planet VERY closely::
CEO_Stricker says:
#::Goes and hides in the forest:: All: A dragon? Geez...
CTO_Usimov says:
CIV: Is there anything else that I should be telling the Away Team?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Ummmm, what does Starfleet say to do about dragons?
CO_Eden says:
CIV: Yes, vaguely from a history course many years ago.
CSO_Taal says:
@CNS: Come on, the others may need our help.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::doesn't realize she is still standing where she was before, and she elevates her chin slightly as she observes the people approaching them.. unmoving..::
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: FORTUNATELY, UNIVERSAL TRANSLATORS WORK WONDERS
XO_Shras says:
#ALL: Stay behind me and observe...
Plenty says:
#::follows Wren being cautious of the strangers::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CTO: Be carrreful of the drrragon. I'm still looking over data frrrom the Rrrrogue planet
Host Wren_Losic says:
#AT: Who are you and why are you here on Liridian?
XO_Shras says:
#:: walks toward the newcomers ::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::steps back another step, but not too far behind the XO::
CO_Eden says:
CTO/CIV: There goes our plan to be inconspicuous.
CSO_Taal says:
@CNS: Counselor, think of these dragons as extremely large reptilian creature. Nothing to worry about.
CEO_Stricker says:
#All: I knew there was life here. That explains the energy....
Host Wren_Losic says:
#AT: And who speaks for you ::eyeing the blue man::
CTO_Usimov says:
::nods toward the CIV, without taking her eyes off the screen, as I don't want to lose site of the teams::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Who's worried. Lets go slay it.... just kidding.
XO_Shras says:
#DragonRiders: HI, I am Commander Shras, we come peacefully
CIV_Tlatoani says:
CO: At least they'rrrre not trrrying to kidnap you.
Plenty says:
#::looks the XO up and down and walks around him checking him out::
CSO_Taal says:
@::slowly follows the lifeform signal on the tricorder::
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: Yes, it is definitely too late for being inconspicuous.
CSO_Taal says:
@::ducks behind a tree::
CO_Eden says:
::Laughs lightly:: CIV: Thank goodness for that.
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at the CEO:: CEO: It seems most attempts at non-interference end up like this.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Walks beside Taal ,scanning for big reptiles::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::observes this person... walking around the XO, her muscles tensing ever-so-slightly from habit... only one step behind where she had originally been standing...::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: Whether you come in peace or not is to be determined..... You come at a time that will decide that for you… whether you are friend or foe will be determined as well….
Plenty says:
#Wren: Interesting species, this one is.
CO_Eden says:
CTO: Can we get a feed from the planet through Commander Shras so we can hear what's going on?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::slight grin. Thinks "perhaps this human is not so bad after all"::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::listens to the people and narrows her eyes slightly as she observes::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: The questions stand, who are you and why are you here?
CEO_Stricker says:
#CMO: Certainly does seem so...
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: I will find out sir.
CTO_Usimov says:
XO: Can you turn your combadge on so we can hear what is happening down there?
XO_Shras says:
#Wren: We are coming from very far and we are exploring this place, we are particularly interested in knowing what did this to this place :: pointing to the devastated area ::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#<Ekel> ::eyes the strangers and takes a defensive posture, just in case they need to be scorched::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Ok leader. What's our plan?
CSO_Taal says:
@::observing the interaction between the humanoids and the other away team from a distance::
Plenty says:
#::moves over to the OPS officer and eyes her up and down::
CMO_Tunik says:
# CEO: If things turn out for the worst, I'm considering giving the transporter an order to prepare for our transport... just in case. What is your suggestion?
OPS_Cailand says:
#::raises an eyebrow slightly at this person now looking at her, and looks the same at the other person...curious..::
CSO_Taal says:
@CNS: Let's head back to the shuttle. The others may need an escape.
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: There... :: pointing towards the sky, and the rogue planet::  There is where the thread comes from
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Sounds good.
CEO_Stricker says:
#CMO: I'm already on stand-by with it.... the emergency transporter is up and ready.
Plenty says:
#::nods approvingly and moves away to the CMO::
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: Right now I have an open link with the OPS, but she is on the opposite side then the XO, so I would like to have a feed from both sides, if that is possible.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Wants a picture of the dragon::
CSO_Taal says:
@::heads for the shuttle::
CTO_Usimov says:
::notices the CSO heading toward the shuttle::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::turns slightly to continuing observing the being that is looking at each member of the AT::
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::nods to Stricker before looking at someone... who's more than Plenty::
CTO_Usimov says:
<Self>: Great, now I have to look in 3 different directions.
Host Wren_Losic says:
#<Ekel> ::rears up, belching steam, smoke and flame::
Plenty says:
#::pokes the CMO in the right arm and then the left arm::
CSO_Taal says:
@::enters the shuttle::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: You are advised to not offend Ekel... he does not easily take to strangers
XO_Shras says:
#Wren: Has it been doing this since very long?
OPS_Cailand says:
#::eyes dart back to the dragon creature, then back to the person looking at the CMO..::
CSO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Captain, Counselor Bauer and I have returned to the shuttle. What are your orders concerning this new development?
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::uncertain whether or not to speak to the individual poking him::
CTO_Usimov says:
::puts the feed from OPS on speaker so CO and CIV can also hear what is happening on the planet::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: it happens irregularly.....  The rogue comes closer and then the threads come and burn...  we stop them first, before they spread
Plenty says:
#::sniffs the CMO:: Self: Hmm....
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: The dragons know the time, and they tell us the time grows near
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::raises an eyebrow... what is she smelling?::
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches every move the dragonoid is making::
CO_Eden says:
CTO: Good work Lieutenant.  ::Begins listening as Wren speaks::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::listens to the man talking with the XO and nods slightly..... It fits with mythology... dragons are said to be very, very wise creatures....::
XO_Shras says:
#Wren: How do you stop it?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::perks her ears listening to the news from the away team::
CTO_Usimov says:
CO: Thank you, sir.
Plenty says:
#::smiles and gives the CMO a final poke before returning to Wren's side::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::In shuttle ::
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: Rendezvous with Commander Shras' team, proceed with caution.  They're currently speaking to the inhabitants and it seems they don't mean us harm.
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at Raine with intrigue::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
::flicks her ears back and wonders if she could take on a dragon::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: Ekel and his kind know how to stop the threads......  and scorch them..... They have done it since the time the threads first appeared, many generations ago…..
OPS_Cailand says:
#::feels eyes on her and turns back slightly to look at the CMO... but the dragon is too intriguing...::
CSO_Taal says:
@::raises eyebrow::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hears CO's orders Thinks - I'll get a picture for Kat and Tlatoani too::
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::scanning the dragon again with medical tricorder, logging everything about it he can::
Plenty says:
#::whispers to Wren:: Wren: They seem harmless, but I do not like the look of that one. ::points to the XO::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Let's go.
CSO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Curious, did I hear you correctly, Captain? Rendezvous with the others?
XO_Shras says:
#Wren: but sometimes they miss? :: look at the burnt field ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Come on. Maybe it's ok.
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: Affirmative Lieutenant.  If there are others around and find you, they might become suspicious.
CSO_Taal says:
@*CO*: Acknowledged.
CTO_Usimov says:
::still have eyes on screen, to be sure nothing happens suddenly::
CSO_Taal says:
@CNS: You heard the captain.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: She's good, huh?
CSO_Taal says:
@CNS: Hide your phaser, just in case.
Host Wren_Losic says:
#::nods to Plenty:: Plenty: He is strange looking, but then.... look at the others... They are strange as well... especially the furry one. We must hope that Ekel’s hunger doesn’t persuade him to nibble on that one…..
CO_Eden says:
*CSO*: The man speaking to Commander Shras is also speaking of what caused the devastation; you might need to hear some of his story.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Could I leave my phaser behind? I don't need it.
CSO_Taal says:
@::hides his phaser under his uniform::
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::is quite curious how advanced this civilization is::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: But we have time for now... time to talk and to eat... you and yours do eat and do talk, do they not????
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: A come in peace gesture
CSO_Taal says:
@CNS: It's up to you; however, all members of an away team are required to carry a phaser.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::almost smiles at the comment... curious species....::
CSO_Taal says:
@::exits the shuttle and walks over to the other away team::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: I know. I always hated that rule. I'm a man of peace.
XO_Shras says:
#Wren: We do, and we can do it a lot too....
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Follows Taal outside::
CSO_Taal says:
#::walks over to the others holding his hands up in peace::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: You should follow us to the keep and join us for meals......  then we can discuss whether you are friend or foe...  since you do not appear to be a threat, at least not at the moment... we will treat you as friend
CSO_Taal says:
#::holding a tricorder in his left hand, scanning the dragon as he walks by with his hands up::
CTO_Usimov says:
::breathes a sigh of relief after hearing they will be treated as friends, for now::
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: Commander, we were asked to join you.
XO_Shras says:
#Wren: We will follow you, how far is it?
Host Wren_Losic says:
#XO: but be warned....  Ekel, and his kind do not take to those who would be foe.... as they often make a good meal... and they are a hungry breed
CNS_Bauer says:
#:: snaps a few pics casually::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Stops before noticed::
CTO_Usimov says:
::watches as Zach takes pictures and shakes her head::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#::points to the nearby mountains:: XO: Can you reach those by nightfall?
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Sees Raine and smiles a hello::
Plenty says:
#::pats Ekel again:: Ekel, guard Wren but do not hurt the strangers..... For now.
OPS_Cailand says:
#::follows to where the creature is pointing and tilts her head::
XO_Shras says:
#Wren: You do not need to threaten us, I told you we came in peace and as long as we are not in danger we will be and act like friends
XO_Shras says:
#Wren: We will do
CTO_Usimov says:
::checks working order of shields in case they are needed::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::doesn't see the CNS, as she is too engrossed in the contact::
CSO_Taal says:
#::wonders if OPS saw the CNS::
Host Wren_Losic says:
#Plenty: We will go now, to the Keep and prepare for a feast... and see if you live up to your name.....
CMO_Tunik says:
# ::looks at Shras... sometimes it's not good to deny a friendly offer... such as a meal::
Plenty says:
#::climbs back aboard Ekel and waits for Wren::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Listens to the conversation::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::raises an eyebrow and tilts her head slightly::
Plenty says:
#Wren: As you wish Wren, I shall endeavor to please.
Host Wren_Losic says:
ACTION: AND WITHOUT FURTHER WORD, THE RIDERS REMOUNT THEIR DRAGON AND DEPART FOR THE KEEP IN THE MOUNTAINS, LEAVING THE AWAY TEAM TO FOLLOW....
CSO_Taal says:
#XO: New friends?
CEO_Stricker says:
#::Is in shock about the whole ordeal::
CSO_Taal says:
#::puts his hands done, looks at the tricorder information on the dragon::
OPS_Cailand says:
#::looks toward the CMO and mutters:: CMO: Should I mention I am vegetarian?
Host Wren_Losic says:
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